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Virgin Media kicks off branded content 
drive with Mercedes Benz 

 
Virgin Media is positioning its web-enabled TiVo platform as a hub for 
branded content following a tie-up with Mercedes Benz. 

 

The pay TV operator has struck its first commercial deal across its web-connected TiVo service 

with Mercedes Benz, following a series of ad trials last year with Gillette, Blackberry, Dreams 

and Honda. 

The move forms the latest stage in the car marque’s wider Escape the Map campaign 

(pictured) for its C63 AMG Coupe model, which centres on an online film of a fictional young 

woman who finds herself trapped in Streetview. Viewers of the four-minute-long film were 

asked to help her by taking part in a series of interactive challenges. 

Read Jessica Davies’ thoughts on broadcasters’ role in driving 

branded content in Davies on TVcolumn today 

From today Virgin Media’s TiVo customers can see a film based on the making of that initial 

video, following Cannes Grand Prix winning director Carl Erik Rinsch, exploring locations, actors 

and of special effects. Mercedes Benz worked with agency Maxus on the campaign. 

The deal will also include 30-second ads across the TiVo discovery bar and around on-demand 

content. Mercedes Benz will aim to drive viewers back to its website to play the game again.   

Virgin Media commercial director Mark Brandon told new media age the deal marks the first 

step in its branded content and data-driven ad targeting drive. “We trialled these sorts of 

campaign propositions with success in 2011, and as a result of that we are taking it into the 

commercial arena. TiVo is about bringing value and opportunities to branded content 
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advertisers - those who have made investment in content and want to find ways of engaging 

viewers or customers with that content,” he said. 

The pay TV operator is kick-starting a major drive to encourage advertisers to create content 

apps to sit in the Tivo app store. “We believe advert apps to be one of the most immersive 

content items we might create or host for an advertiser. This could be anything from a game or 

a place where video content resides,” added Brandon. 

This is not currently included in the Mercedes Benz tie-up, but it will be core to all future ad 

campaign deals, according to Brandon. “This kind of ad opportunity could help deliver 

everything interactive TV, in the old sense of the world, failed to deliver.” 

Virgin Media is also gearing up to start delivering bespoke ad formats in and around the TiVo 

interface. “This part is still a working progress and is an important leg of the strategy,” added 

Brandon. 

Virgin Media doubled its TiVo customer base in the last three months of 2011 to 435,000 UK 

homes. 

 


